
IS THERE A POINT FORIS THERE A POINT FOR
US TO BE DREAMING?US TO BE DREAMING?

MY CURIOUSITY PROJECTMY CURIOUSITY PROJECT



 a physiologically and psychologically conscious state that occurs during
sleep and is often characterized by a rich array of endogenous sensory,

motor, emotional, and other experiences.

DEFINE DREAM:DEFINE DREAM:



Dreams occur in the temporal lobe, more specifically
the hippocampus. The hippocampus is associated
with memory and learning. Dreaming typically
happens in the REM stage of sleep. 

WHEN AND WHEREWHEN AND WHERE
DO DREAMS OCCUR?DO DREAMS OCCUR?

NREM: STAGE 1

NREM: STAGE 2

NREM: STAGE 3

REM



DO DREAMS HAVEDO DREAMS HAVE
SPECIFIC MEANING?SPECIFIC MEANING?

Dreams can be meaningful but not every dream you
hold meaning. Dreams and their meanings can
similarly be thought like consciously thinking, not
even conscious thought you have is meaningful.  
While dreams can hold meaning, they can not be
symbolic. This is due to the fact that people can't
access the portion of the brain that understands
complex metaphors while sleeping. 



WHY DREAM IF WEWHY DREAM IF WE
FORGET?FORGET?

It is typical to forget most, if not all, dreams when you wake up. This is due to the neurochemical
condition in the brain during the REM stage of sleeping. 
The cerebral cortex, which is involved with dreaming, is divided into two sides. One side is for
concentrated and focused thinking while the other side is for dreaming. Dreaming is considered
to be a less consciously directed form of thinking therefore, causing it harder for us to dream. 
The dreams we remember are the ones that have caught our attention the most leading to the
increased activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 



WHAT DETERMINESWHAT DETERMINES
WHAT OUR DREAMSWHAT OUR DREAMS
ARE ABOUT?ARE ABOUT?

REPLICATIONS OF REAL LIFE

MIXED MEMORIES

Dreams that we tend to remember the most are
the ones that replicate real life events. The
hippocampus is involved in dreaming and is linked
to your memory therefore contributes to the fact
that around half of our dreams originate from an
experience  that has happened when we are
awake.

Dreams can also be composed of many different
memories fused to create one dream. Although
dreams heavily rely on memories, it is still possible
to dream with a damaged hippocampus. 



CEREBRAL CORTEX:
VISUAL ASPECT 

AUDITORY CORTEX:
AUDIO IN DREAMS

RETICULAR ACTIVATING
SYSTEM: DREAM STATES OCCUR

BUT NOT NORMAL DREAMS

Sort answer, yes. While it is possible for someone in an unconscious coma to dream, it is mostly
dependent on the type of coma. It is assumed that people in comas do not dream due to the brain
activity patterns and how they are not actually asleep which is crucial to dream but that is false.

Some people are able to dream while in a coma and are dependent on which part of the brain was
damaged. 

CAN AN UNCOSCIOUSCAN AN UNCOSCIOUS
PERSON DREAM?PERSON DREAM?



WHY IS IT IMPORTANTWHY IS IT IMPORTANT
TO DREAM?TO DREAM?
It is said that dreams are like therapy while asleep.
Dreams only occur in the REM stage of sleeping which
is noticed to take painful traumatic emotions away
from memories to discover a solution. Essentially, when
in the REM stage of sleeping, negative, anxious
emotions associated with a problem are disregarded
so we can learn and move on.



DO NIGHTMARES AFFECTDO NIGHTMARES AFFECT
YOUR PHYSICAL HEALTH?YOUR PHYSICAL HEALTH?

While nightmares can't break bones, it does not affect your physical but rather mental health.
Nightmares can cause sleep deprivation which in turns alters the qualify of your life. Not only that,
but it also leads to multiple medical conditions including heart disease, depression, and or obesity.
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THANK YOU!THANK YOU!


